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House Resolution 1240

By: Representatives Collins of the 27th, Mills of the 25th, Rogers of the 26th, and Benton of the

31st 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Olivia Anne Hartley; and for other purposes. 1

WHEREAS, Olivia Anne Hartley is an outstanding tenth grade student attending North Hall2

High School in Gainesville, Georgia; and3

WHEREAS, as  a part of one of her class projects, she shot a photograph depicting a4

fisherman on Lake Lanier at dawn which she entitled A Time of Reflection; and5

WHEREAS, this extraordinary composition captured the true essence of the scenic6

magnificence and quietude of the outdoor beauty of this state; and7

WHEREAS, the product of her artistic eye has been selected to be featured on the cover of8

the 2008 State Highway and Transportation Map; and9

WHEREAS, quality education for the young people of this state includes an opportunity to10

explore and communicate important ideas and passions through the medium of photographic11

arts and the display of meaningful artistic creations; and12

WHEREAS, Olivia Anne Hartley has proven herself to be a talented and accomplished artist;13

and through her dedication, hard work, and extraordinary accomplishments, she stands as a14

shining example for other young people to follow; and15

WHEREAS, in a world which seems to accentuate consistently the negative aspects of young16

people, it is abundantly fitting and proper for this body to honor the dedication to excellence17

of such an outstanding individual.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that19

the members of this body commend Olivia Anne Hartley for her efforts and accomplishments;20

congratulate her upon having created the winning photograph for the cover of the 2008 State21
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Highway and Transportation Map; and express to her their sincerest best wishes for continued1

success in the future.2

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives  is authorized3

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Olivia Anne Hartley.4


